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This book has completely changed thousands of lives all around the world and it's going to make yours better too. Several times a day,
people go out of their way to contact me and tell me that this book, Declare War on Yourself, is "like drinking out of a fire hydrant", "the bible
of becoming better", "better than every single book I've ever read on self-improvement", and "the only book they've ever kept on the
nightstand to read daily." They tell me they NEVER reach out to authors but this book "compelled" them to do so because it has made such a
huge impact on their life. A week ago, a skeptical investigative journalist reached out to me for a phone call. When I spoke to him, he said the
book was so good and eye-opening that he had to speak to me himself and see if I was "the real deal or full of shit and stealing other people's
content and ideas". 5 minutes into the conversation, he told me he's listened to the book 4 times and each time, he has to get a notebook,
write down several pages of notes, highlight them, and then underline them. That after 35 years of reading books from every self-help author
he can think of, he's never seen so much powerful information jam-packed into one single book and he doesn't understand why this isn't on
every bookshelf in the world. Declare War on Yourself is straightforward, honest, and blunt. I tell you the truth even if it hurts your feelings.
While most authors are busy trying to turn you into a fan and get you to like them, follow them on social media, and think they're a great
person, I'm busy trying to teach you every single thing I know on how to make your life better. That's all I care about. I cut straight to the heart
of what's causing your problems in your life, why those problems aren't going away, and EXACTLY what you need to do to get it all under
control. I teach you how having the wrong mindset is negatively impacting your life, relationships, and results and which changes will improve
your thinking, behavior, and habits so things are more likely to just fall into place for you. If you can handle some tough love with a little stank
on it and be open-minded enough to toss around some new ideas for your life, then this book will help you. Even if it's not one constant
massive eye-opening moment after another like a lot of readers claim to experience from this book , I guarantee you will take something from
it that you'll use for the rest of your life. That in and of itself is worth the small price of this book. Here's what you're going to learn in this oneof-a-kind book: - What it actually means to have your act together - Why only 3% of us actually have our life together - Why society’s
definition of “having your act together” is wrong - Real reasons we’re lazy, we don’t push ourselves, and we keep giving up - Which people
and situations keeping you from getting your act together - How what you’re programming your mind with is helping you or hurting you and
why there is no in between. - How much time you’re actually wasting on useless thoughts, people, and activities - Which things are
realistically stopping you from moving in the right direction - Which thoughts, emotions, feelings, people, places, and things getting in your
way - Which emotions are sabotaging you, holding you back, and pushing you backwards - How to eliminate “chaos” from your mind, daily
routine, and life and why it's important - How to eliminate the distractions keeping you from focusing - How to replace the trash habits that are
causing your problems - What you need to accept about yourself and your life in order to do better - EXACTLY which things are making you
unhappy, unproductive, and unsuccessful - How to reach goals faster and easier and make it a permanent habit - Which "failure” mindsets to
eliminate - The powerful mindsets of the world’s most elite people and how it multiplies their success - Mental toughness – how to develop it
and why you need it - How to make self-control and self-discipline easier so it's not as painful - How controlling emotions plays a big part in
bad situations - What to do when everything is spinning out-of-control and you feel like giving up on yourself and life - How to talk to yourself
and treat yourself during difficult times and situations - How to make big challenges small enough to handle easily - A cheap, effective, and
easy-to-get tool that helps you clear your mind - How “micro-emotions” are effecting you every minute of every day and holding you back How to “zero out” and relax when emotions are getting too extreme - How often you should share your emotions with others and what it
makes them think of you - How the world’s most effective and elite people handle their emotions to get their “edge” - How the state of your
home relates to directly to how much you have your act together - The first thing you should do when you wake up and why it's important Which parts of your home to keep clean and organized and why it’s important - The best time of day to do your home cleaning so it’s the
faster and easier - The proper relationship with your superiors and co-workers - Besides making money, what you should and should not be
at work for - What to before you start your work day so it goes smoothly - Tools to make your job easier and help you power through boring
tasks and projects - How to improve focus, get things done, and become more productive - How to manage your time and evaluate progress How getting your social act together makes you more likable and trustworthy - How to set social boundaries with yourself and others and why
it's important - Social formalities that get you more respect - Powerful social techniques to get the attention of the right people - Habits,
behaviors, and thoughts you don’t need in your social life - Having a proper relationship with your money so you can make more and keep
what you have - The one position that makes you financially happier - Money’s real purpose and what it doesn’t do for you - The real
differences between broke people and rich people - When and how you should use credit and debt - Why you should save money and how
much you should be saving to for when shit hits the fan - How important your time should be to you and how to spend it wisely - Plans,
processes, and procedures that help you reach your goals faster - How to become extremely specific about your goals - What setbacks in all
areas of your life mean and how to handle them - The most important things to do before you get your day started - How to get your mind on
the right track so you’re thinking the right thoughts, having the right feelings, and doing the right things - How to hit your targets, avoid
distractions, and make your day easier - Which counter-productive activities are important to avoid - The most important things to do before
you go to bed
If the invective of Nietzsche and Shaw is to be taken as an endorsement of the lasting quality of an artist, then Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy
takes pride of place beside Tennyson and Brahms in the canon of great nineteenth-century artists. Mendelssohn Perspectives presents
valuable new insights into Mendelssohn’s music, biography and reception. Critically engaging a wide range of source materials, the volume
combines traditional musical-analytical studies with those that draw on other humanistic disciplines to shed new light on the composer’s life,
and on his contemporary and posthumous reputations. Together, these essays bring new historical and interpretive dimensions to
Mendelssohn studies. The volume offers essays on Mendelssohn's Jewishness, his vast correspondence, his music for the stage, and his
relationship with music of the past and future, as well as the compositional process and handling of form in the music of both Mendelssohn
and his sister, the composer Fanny Hensel. German literature and aesthetics, gender and race, philosophy and science, and issues of
historicism all come to bear on these new perspectives on Mendelssohn.
Immediately after the Second World War 46 trials were held by the British military in Hong Kong in which 123 defendants, mainly from Japan,
were tried for war crimes. This book is the first to analyze these trials, situating them within their historical context and showing their
importance for the development of international criminal law.
In The Mother And The Manager Elizabeth Ralston courageously explores how our traditional gender roles create codependent behaviors in
men and women and offers positive, workable solutions toward dealing with this problem. The Mother And The Manager takes an in-depth
look at how our society has evolved and impacted gender roles into the twenty-first century. As 12-Step recovery groups have flourished in
recent years, women have been educated about why they have issues such as low self-esteem, perfectionism, rigidity, relationship failures,
inability to get their needs met and fear of conflict. Elizabeth has bravely shared about how patriarchy has impacted her life and how recovery
has helped her to empower and heal herself. She will help many who are searching for answers to their questions and will help them on the
road to recovery. I salute her ability to face her fears about “rocking the boat” in writing this book and taking the risk to speak her truth and
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stay on her God-inspired path.” Ginger S. Edwards, Licensed Professional Counselor, Licensed Addictions Specialist Specializing in
Codependency and Trauma
A survivor of the Cuban Revolution recounts his pre-war childhood as the religiously devout son of a judge, and describes the conflict's
violent and irrevocable impact on his friends, family, and native land.
Fix Your Relationship Today! “Discover How You Can Rekindle The Feelings Of Love And Live Life Like It Used To Be Back Then!”These
Hidden Techniques Will Teach You How To Spice Things Up Again And Get Her/Him Back To You! Dear Friend, Do you yearn for that old
feeling again? Do you want things to return back to like it was last time? Let’s face it, almost everyone in the world is going to say that it is
impossible. But if you learn and apply certain techniques to patch things up, even impossible tasks become easy. Here’s the fact: If you
don’t tap into these tools for mending relationships, you'll live a life of regret forever! Ask yourself, have you ever faced any of these
problems in your life? - Feeling totally helpless when it comes to lost love? - Things never work out the way you want... - You've been heart
broken one too many times... - You are totally clueless when it comes to mending old and existing relationships? Well, you are not alone. I’ve
once walked down this lost path and I told myself that I would do whatever it takes to figure out the key to fixing things. And after years of
research, I’ve finally come up with the ultimate solution. Introducing…Rekindling The FlameThe Surefire Guide To Winning Back Your Ex
Even If All Hope Is Lost Here’s an overview of this relationship mending guide: - With these tools, you’ll be able to rekindle the old feelings
of love. - You'll learn the secrets of getting him/her back into your arms again. - You'll also tap into the secrets of strengthening your soul to
face the hardships of relationships. Let me shed some light on some things that may be on your mind: Will this help me get results fast? Short
answer: Absolutely! This manual is all about helping you effectively progress fast using tested and proven techniques! Will I be able to
implement these strategies easily? Most definitely! The steps to these proven goal setting strategies have been mapped out clearly in this
guide so that anyone – whether a novice or beginner can start using and achieving results fast! Wow, this is too good to be true! Will this cost
me a bomb? Here’s the good news, NO. I want everybody to be able to have access to these great relationship mending tools because I
knew what it was like struggling as a heart broken person, struggling to get my lover back. If you’re still sitting on the fence, here’s 5 great
reasons to invest in Rekindling The Flame. 1. You’ll never have that feeling of loneliness ever again. 2. These secret techniques for mending
relationships are only known by a select few top relationship gurus. 3. Thousands of hours are wasted just because people fail to utilize the
power of these tools to jump start their progress. Isn't it time you changed things? 4. Your friends will be begging you to tell them your secrets
to success! 5. With your new found love, you'll feel empowered to face life once again! So how much will this cost you? REAL WORLD
VALUE = $97 But hey, like I said. I want EVERYBODY to be able to afford this amazing lover's manual. So, I’ve decided to lower the costs of
this product. So... Enjoy ! Best Wishes, P.S Remember, It’s not how much you stand to gain, but how much you stand to lose out by not
taking action. P.P.S If you’re sick of others telling you that you can’t succeed in your love life, It’s high time you showed them whose boss!

This anthology offers a selection of popular dramatic works by female playwrights from Aphra Behn in the 1670s through Hannah
Cowley in the later eighteenth century. These plays were successful as plays of their time, not just as plays by women, together
providing evidence that women dramatists often managed better than their male counterparts to please diverse audiences, who
were notoriously fickle as well as predisposed to oppose them. Accessible to both graduates and undergraduates, Popular Plays
by Women shows how these playwrights captured audiences through wit, social awareness, and dramatic dexterity. As well as
including the prologues and epilogues of the four plays presented, this anthology provides additional materials in which female
playwrights discuss the prejudices and special difficulties they face.
How often have you heard yourself responding with YES to things that were not good for you? Things that consumed your time
and energy, and sabotaged your confidence? Have you found yourself experiencing uncomfortable situations, unhealthy
relationships and carrying out tasks that you weren’t supposed to simply because you didn’t quite know how to say NO? Then
read this book.
When Being Too Nice Becomes ViceHay House, Inc
Do you feel burdened by the unrelenting urge to always feel useful and helpful? Do you worry for others to the point of suffocating
them? Or do you know someone who, knowingly or unknowingly, acts like ‘oxygen on legs’ for everyone in their life? This is what
happens when as a culture, we are trained to deny our own needs and pay more attention to the needs of others. This can be
extremely exhausting and self-violating. When Being Too Nice Becomes A Vice written by Nirmal Yadav, deals with the delicate
subject of ‘the helper needing help’ in a precise and in-depth manner. It’s about taking our normal human concern too far,
crossing others’ boundaries or allowing others to cross yours. Nirmal Yadav, a trained counsellor with an experience of over
twenty-five years, through the course of this book, provides some eye-opening insights into self-sacrificing behavioural patterns
and the excessive guilt surrounding self-care issues. She also talks about why it is important to help yourself before helping
anyone else. This work ably guides and shows how we can transform the painful patterns of co-dependence (i.e. dependence on
others and approval seeking behaviour), live a more meaningful and joyful life, and learn to love ourselves.
Love Inspired brings you three new titles! Enjoy these uplifting contemporary romances of faith, forgiveness and hope. THE
AMISH MIDWIFE'S COURTSHIP Cheryl Williford Tired of her mother's matchmaking, midwife Molly Ziegler asks her family's
boarder?Isaac Graber?to fake interest in her. As their pretend courtship turns to real love, can they see past what's make-believe
and find real happiness together? THE COWBOY MEETS HIS MATCH Rodeo Heroes Leann Harris Working together to revitalize
the local rodeo, Erin Delong never expected stubborn cowboy Sawyer Jensen to be so open to her ideas—or that he'd be the man
to get through the barriers around her heart. SMALL-TOWN NANNY Rescue River Lee Tobin McClain Becoming a summer nanny
allows teacher Susan Hayashi a chance to financially assist her family. But when she clashes with the little girl's widowed
millionaire father, can they reconcile their differences and see they're meant to share a happily-ever-after?
????????????????????6000???,???2000???????,??????????????,??????????????????????????
Charm is the ultimate social lubricant. It puts people at ease and soothes tensions in any situation. Charm can stop feuds, create
friendships, and even spread joy. It's what makes people laugh and want to be around you. With enough charm, you'll move
forward in academia, achieve business success, and enjoy happier, more satisfying relations with loved ones. The Machiavellian's
Guide to Charm breaks down the individual components of the sometimes elusive trait of charm and reveals the secret to putting it
to work for you. With his unique brand of humor, author Nick Casanova delivers examples of how different personalities-a stiff, a
boor, and a charmer-would react in various situations and shows you how to harness the power of charm by focusing on five key
elements: Flattery Empathy Self-deprecation Humor Calmness It's entirely possible for anyone to master the art of charm. The
principles outlined in The Machiavellian's Guide to Charm are timeless and can be tailored to fit every individual.
???? &nbsp? ???????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ????????
&bull????&bull????2005???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Youtube???????
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400?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????3??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????&mdash?&mdash??????????????????
Important American periodical dating back to 1850.
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing, the Weekly World News has been the world's
only reliable news source since 1979. The online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
The Purrfect Trilogy was written for the millions of ordinary, everyday people who will move our civilization into a new era and feel
overwhelmed by this task. These books are written to the science of vibration. Different levels of understanding are woven through
the text, so one will be right for you. Each time you read them, your comprehension changes, as you can see more than you could
before. As your comprehension changes, so your vibration changes, and manifests according to your new tone. As we understand
within ourselves, so we manifest without—to explore our level of understanding, individually and collectively. Through this journey of
the rational mind and the emotional heart, you’ll explore different levels of understanding, eventually coming to see a bigger
picture of yourself as you understand more about the human condition and our interconnectedness. Micro to macro. The only way
to greater understanding of humanity and how we create is through greater understanding of self—and the magic within oneself.
The magic we use every day, but often misuse, when we don’t realize we’re energy beings who use our mind to do magic—every
day! The Three-Step Lesson of This Trilogy: Book 1: See with two eyes Book 2: Open your heart to others and your experiences
Book 3: Live in your brother-/sisterhood—your wholeness
????????????,?????????????????????,????:?????????????????????

Happily ever after takes a lot more effort than they let on in fairytales. Adriana Paige thought she was getting married.
Days before the wedding, shape shifters and werewolves tore through the estate killing and burning. Their forces once
again outnumbered, pack members scattered and locked in their own battles, Adri turns to Alec for protection and
leadership, but Alec faces even more sinister forces than ever before. Adri needs to find the strength required to wage a
war across an entire continent. If she fails, Alec and everyone else she cares about will be killed before her eyes. This
time Adri must become the alpha. Publisher's Note: Marked is a YA Paranormal Romance book, and is one of the books
that make up the Reflections Universe. The Reflections Universe is a series of clean YA books featuring vampires,
shapeshifters, werewolves and more, which have been written so they can be safely enjoyed by both teen and adult
readers alike. Readers new to the Reflections series should start with Broken, one of several free Young Adult books
available from Dean. The Reflections Universe: Some stories are too full of teen paranormal romance and heart
pounding action to fit into just one series! Dean Murray is the successful author of multiple clean young adult paranormal
romance, urban fantasy, and epic fantasy series which collectively have more than half a million copies in circulation.
This is the best book you will ever read on attracting and understanding women. Everything in it absolutely works to help
you attract them faster and easier. Written from 100% actual experience, I've used this powerful information over and
over to easily meet, attract, and date one beautiful woman after another. This book is going to change your dating and
personal life and the way you think and operate around women. Your problems with women will begin fading away and
everything will turn around for you. In this crucial to read, learn, and master book, How Attracting Women Really Works,
you'll learn what most men don't know and will never learn about attracting women: - 10 REAL and overlooked attraction
destroying mindsets that immediately ruin your chances with women - The real reasons you don't need to impress
women in order to attract them - The real reasons you need to stop caring about how much you like women and how
much they like you and how it isn't related to actual attraction - How to change your mindset so you're good enough for
any woman - The truth behind telling women how you "feel" about them and how it affects your ability to attract them How looks and money actually affect attraction and what's actually more important than those two things - The right time
to get physical with women and build the physical relationship - The one giant mistake that most men are making and
how badly it's hurting their ability to attract women - The concept of personal magnetism and how mastering it makes
attracting women 10X easier - Women's brain structure vs. men's brain structure and how it creates differences in our
mindsets, thoughts, behavior, and habits - The 10% - 15% difference that actually makes the difference when it comes to
attracting women - The important mental shift you must make in order to attract women faster and easier - Why her
"liking" you and her "feeling attraction" for you are two completely different things and why this is absolutely necessary to
know - Exactly what's happening in her mind when she "likes" you vs. when she's "feeling attraction" for you and why this
is also incredibly important to know - How "rejection power" and "attraction power" work between you and women, how to
develop as much "attraction power" as possible, and how to take away as much of her "rejection power" as possible How to keep all of the power in the friendship or relationship and keep her constantly feeling attraction for you - 10
powerful mindsets that few men know and actually use to spark and keep attraction for as long as they want - How to see
yourself as the "prize" and a highly-valuable man and quit putting women on a pedestal - The 4 things that should
ALWAYS come first in your life before women, sex, relationships, and love - How to properly handle women getting
feisty, bitchy, upset, and bratty and the right mindset to have. Learning this helps you keep your attraction power and
multiply attraction instead of destroying it and looking stupid like most men do - The right mindset to have when women
don't like you or feel attraction for you and how it maximizes your chances of them changing their mind - The type of
women and people you should never waste your time on and why it's critical to know this. It will save you time, money,
energy, and happiness - The right amount of control to have in the relationship and your life - The abundance mindset vs.
scarcity mindset. Why it's crucial to know the differences and how understanding the differences completely changes the
outcome of your dating, personal, and financial life - The right way to think about negativity and how to separate yourself
from negative thoughts, behaviors, habits, and people - The men who consistently attract the most women are doing this
one thing
This edition contains five comedies on the theme of marital disharmony by the foremost Restoration playwright John
Vanbrugh (1664-1726). In addition to the The Relapse it includes The Provoked Wife, The Confederacy, A Journey to
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London, and The Country House. Published in the Oxford English Drama series, it has modernized texts, a critical
introduction, wide-ranging annotation, and an informative bibliography. It is the only selection of Vanbrugh's plays
currently in print.
I reflect on the many routes I travelled and I see the variety of landscapes my eyes beheld. I think of the many slopes and
the stale hills. I walked through valleys and rivers, big and small. I remember the great few mountains I gazed upon and
the trees young, old, and tall. I walked different trails and opened my eyes in different places. I had seen grass dancing
with the breeze and a clear blue sky. I remember a sunset waving to say goodnight and a moon trying to outshine the
stars. I remember lying under the shade of a tree, watching a worm crawling on its stump. I have seen ants going about
their business and insects great and small. I strolled between weeds and shrubs and played with their stems. As for my
body, it knows how it feels to lie on meadows. I walked on sand and felt the tiny stones between my toes. Some late
afternoons I heard birds singing with operatic voices. As a child I played in the rain and heard the thunder above my
head. After the rain I saw the promise of God in the sky—a rainbow. I’ve watched the flow if a stream breaking on
pebbles, and when I gazed up to the sky I saw clouds moving by. I already heard the wind in its fury and witnessed the
ocean in its rage. I have seen a desert storm and hid my face from its rusty desert sand. I have seen flowers bloom and
bees buzzing for their nectar. I know how to greet every new day with my prayers and give gratitude to the Creator for the
creation. My journey is the recorded history of my time and in my time. I have seen what I have seen and know in my
heart that life is a special gift. But I have also seen despair and troubled times. I had many encounters with dark days, but
I rose from the pain. I have tasted my tears and seen my own blood. Every day I see my reflection in the mirror, then I
remind myself that I am more than what I see. I go through bad times and also through good times. I sometimes fight
fear, doubt, and tears, but I stand for the human race because it is my passion. I have seen human tears, emotional pain,
and human fears. Therefore, within me there is a warrior that knows how to bleed and survive. Each day I learn to cope
with the pressures of life, and I never give up on a grain of hope. I breathe, I laugh, I cry, but I am here and I exist. I was
in my yesterday and will be in my tomorrow. At this moment I am now. I am the sentinel of my life and with my voice I
announce that I am who I am and I am here with you on the same planet called Earth. Now you know who I am; I am
mortal flesh.
Every now and then, it is important that we stop and ask ourselves: "What is my purpose?" "Am I living according to my
purpose?" "Am I empowering my purpose?" Remember, you were made for greatness, not mediocrity. "We are not
human beings having a spiritual experience, but we are spiritual beings having a human experience." As spiritual beings
entombed in a human body, we were formed in the image and likeness of the creator - A God of purpose. Jared Sawyer
Jr., author of Walking In Victory, reveals how to align your destiny and God's will for your life to empower your purpose.
What does it mean to empower your purpose? It means to live consciously and intentionally. It means to become the
most magnificent version of yourself there is. This happens through the achievement of success by expanding your
natural skills and achieving life transformations that push the boundaries of possibility. Upon the culmination of reading
this book, you will have fully visualized your purpose and empowered your life, which will ultimately change your world.
Do you think you're too nice? Are you always worried about disappointing people? If you are tired of helping others all the
time and not having enough energy for yourself, then this book is for you! After reading How To Stop Being Too Nice, you
will have knowledge of: Identifying if you are being too nice for your healthThe negative effects of being too niceWhy you
are compelled to people-pleaseSaying "no" without the guiltSteps on how to stop being too nice to others There is nice
and there is being too nice. How do you know if you've already crossed over to the negative side? Neurotic peoplepleasing habits can damage you. It can hurt you physically, mentally, emotionally, and financially. Because people view
you as weak, you become an easy target for users and abusers. That is why it is important to learn how to say "no" from
time to time. How To Stop Being Too Nice offers valuable information about the ways you can stop yourself from wanting
to please others at your expense, such as: Trust your inner voiceRe-learn to say your opinionValue your well-being over
others'Learn to cope with disapproval It also teaches you to effectively resolve conflict. This is huge for people who are
too nice because conflict is like their kryptonite. They would bend over backwards to accommodate somebody else just to
avoid creating negative emotions. If you struggle with saying no to others just to win their approval and are tired of being
bitter and resentful, then this book is for you. Download your copy now!
Reach your full potential with an instant past-life reading based on your Sun sign. Internationally known astrologer Bernie Ashman offers an
easy, foolproof way to pinpoint behaviors that may be holding you back from a rewarding life of peace and fulfillment. You don't have to know
any specialized astrology terms or concepts to use this book—all you need is your birthday. Sun Signs & Past Livesseparates each Sun sign
into three energy zones. Simply look up the zone in which your birthday falls and find out your innate strengths and the spiritual lessons you
need to learn for this lifetime. Most importantly, you'll discover how to transform these precious insights into action. —Learn about your spouse
or partner, friends, and loved ones —Bring about improved health and healing —Discover your true purpose for this lifetime —Reverse negative
past-life tendencies
We're supposed to be having a party. It's s'posed to be fun. This is my house, and when I say everybody have fun, then everybody have fun.
Thatcher's Britain – Brixton, 1981. As tensions mount on the streets, in the safety of their home, a group of Oxford University graduates
barely notice what's happening on the streets outside as police and rioters clash, shops are looted, and buildings are set on fire. In both
worlds there is a fight for rights... a fight for respect ... a fight for control. Who will win? Who will lose? Who will make the strongest cocktail?
And when the dust finally settles the question remains... Will things ever change? Hard Feelings was first staged at the Oxford Playhouse in
1982 before transferring to the Bush Theatre in 1983, directed by Mike Bradwell. It was later broadcast as a BBC Play for Today. Hard
Feelings was revived by Defibrillator Productions in a production at the Finborough Theatre in 2013.
Do you worship the God of the Bible, or a fictional character? This book will bring us back to the God of the Bible. Not the God we like or the
way we wish He were, but the very God of the Bible--unembellished, unvarnished--as He really is. This does not mean we will like Him. Many
times we are embarrassed by the God of the Bible, especially the God of the Old Testament. We are even embarrassed by the teachings of
Jesus when it comes to His being the only way to be saved, as well as God's right to judge and reward or condemn. We attempt to manage
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God's PR and fix His image in the modern world. We are tempted to modify and mold God into what we want Him to be--what we think He
should be. Instead we should be finding out where God is and meet Him there, even if that takes us out of our comfort zones. This book will
challenge you to give up your conception of what you would like God to be and come to know Him as He really is. Other Books by R.T.
Kendall: Word and Spirit (2019) ISBN-13:978-1629996493 Total Forgiveness (2010) ISBN-13: 978-1599791760 Whatever Happened to the
Gospel? (2018) ISBN-13: 978-1629994710 Popular in Heaven Famous in Hell (2018) ISBN-13: 978-1629995519 The Presence of God
(2017) ISBN-13: 978-1629991573 Holy Fire (2014) ISBN-13: 978-1621366041
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